In the usual cosmological inflationary scenarios, the scalar field -inflaton -is usually assumed to be an elementary field. In this essay, we ask: What are the observational signatures, if the scalar field is a spinor condensate? and Is there a way to distinguish between the canonical scalar field and the spinor condensate driven models? In the homogeneous and isotropic background, we show that -although the dark-spinor (Elko) condensate leads to the identical acceleration equation as that of the canonical scalar field driven inflation -the dynamics of the two models are different. In the slow-roll limit, we show that the model predicts a running of scalar spectral index consistent with the WMAP data. We show that the consistency relations between the spinor condensate and canonical scalar field driven model are different which can be tested using the future CMB and gravitational wave missions.
Inflation is currently considered to be the best paradigm to describe the early universe. One of the main reasons is that inflation is deeply rooted in the basic principles of general relativity and (quantum) field theory, which are well-tested theories. All the forms of energy gravitate in general relativity that one of them, the pressure -which can be negative in field theory -is able to cause the acceleration in the expansion of the universe. In addition, the inflationary epoch magnifies the tiny fluctuations in the quantum fields into classical perturbations that provides a natural explanation for the origin of the large scale structures and the associated temperature anisotropies in the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) radiation [1] .
Although it is not entirely justified, it is usually assumed that the field which drives inflation, the inflaton, is an elementary scalar field with no internal structure. Based on this assumption and that the field evolves slowly, inflation predicts that: (i) the power spectrum of the density fluctuations is almost scale invariant and has no running. (ii) that existence of background primordial gravitational waves and (ii) ratio of tensor to scalar power spectra is r = 16ε can where ε can is slow-roll parameter. It has been argued that such a relation, if observationally verified, would offer strong support for the idea of inflation.
In this essay, we critically analyze this claim by considering a model in which the inflation is not an elementary field. More precisely, we ask the following question: If the inflaton is not an elementary field, how robust are these predictions? It is long known that the role played by inflaton can also be played by the curvature scalar R [2] , or logarithm of the radius of compactified space [4] or vector meson condensate [3] or a fermionic condensate. Although there has been intense activity in several of these cases recently [3] , the possibility of fermionic condensate has not been discussed much in the literature [5, 6] .
In this essay, we show that a spinor condensate is a viable alternative model for scalar driven inflation. In the homogeneous and isotropic Friedman-Robertson-Walker (FRW) space-time, the spinor condensate has the identical acceleration equation while the Friedman equation is modified. In the perturbed FRW background, we show that (i) scalar and tensor spectra are nearly scale invariant and lead to running of indices, (ii) The tensor-toscalar ratio is different compared to the scalar field driven model.
Before we go in to the details let us ask: Can a scalar condensate form in the early universe? Free spinors form scalar condensate when the interacting term (usually 4-Fermi interaction) dominates and drives the system to a new non-perturbative ground state.
The transition from the free fermions to a scalar condensate occurs below the critical temperature T c given by the relation [7] :
where ρ is energy density and m is mass. At the start of the inflation, ρ ∼ 10 78 GeV 4 and m ∼ 10 16 GeV, then the critical temperature is T c ∼ 10 18 GeV which is greater than the energy scale of inflation. In the rest of this essay, we will assume that this spinor condensate dominates during the early universe and it drives inflation.
But, what kind of spinors can form such a condensate? We know that electrical conductivity in the universe during inflation was negligibly small as there were very few charged particles. So, the spinors we need to consider should not carry charge which means they are not Dirac spinors. (Dirac spinors, like charged leptons and quarks, satisfy the electric charge conservation [8] ). Majorana spinors represent particles which do not carry charge.
Although these spinors were known for a long time, however, the field theory for such a spinor was constructed only recently 1 .
Recently, the field theory for the eigen spinors of charge conjugation operator (Majorana spinors) were constructed by Ahluwalia-Khalilova and Grumiller [9, 10] and referred them as Elkos. They showed that these new spinors possess special properties under discrete symmetries like Charge C, parity P and Time T operators. More precisely, they showed that
The mass dimensions of these spinors, unlike Dirac spinors, is 1. Under the Wigner classification of field theories, Elko fall in the category of non-standard Wigner class of spinors citeWeinberg. It is interesting to note that, although Elko satisfy (CPT ) 2 = −1 (i.e. CPT is an anti-unitary operator), there exist a local quantum field theory [11] .
Since CPT is an anti-unitary for Elko while CPT is unitary for the standard model particles, it severely restricts the interactions between Elko and standard matter particle. In other words, the interactions between Elko and the standard matter particles will always need Elko and its conjugate. The mass dimension also severely restrict the kind of interactions they can have with standard model particles. The spinors have mass dimension one and therefore the only power counting renormalizable interactions of this field with standard matter take place through the Higgs doublet or with gravity [9] . Hence, these spinors are good dark matter candidates [9] and are also refereed as dark spinors.
Let us now go to the details and see how the Elko condensate can lead to inflation and generate primordial perturbations consistent with the CMB observations but different from the standard scalar field driven inflation. In order to do this, we need to know the Lagrangian and the form of Elko. Since the mass-dimension of Elko is unity, its Lagrangian is like that of a scalar field:
where D ν is the covariant derivative given by
Ω µ is the tangent space connection and γ's are the Dirac matrices in the Weyl representation
[For more details, see Refs. [5, 12] .] Elko λ(x) and its dual λ ¬ (x) have the following form:
We now have all the armory to study the evolution of perturbations of the Elko. To linear order in fluctuations (and neglecting vector modes), the line element -in the longitudinal gauge -for a spatially flat FRW background can be written as [13] :
where Φ, Ψ are the Bardeen potentials and represent the scalar sector, and the traceless and transverse tensor h ij (h i i = h ij ,j = 0), represents the tensor sector, i.e. the gravitational waves. η = [dt/a(t)] is the conformal time, the Hubble rate is H ≡ȧ/a = Ha, H ≡ a ′ /a and a prime refers to derivative with respect to η.
In the case of homogeneous-isotropic FRW background, the Einstein equations demand that λ and λ ¬ (x) should depend on single scalar function citeBoehmer,our i. e
where λ 0 , λ 1 are constant column and row vectors, respectively. The acceleration and Friedman equations are then given by:
The following points are worth noting regarding the above results: (i) The background Elko (and its dual) depend on a single scalar function (ϕ) satisfying
. This can be interpreted as an Elko-pair forming a scalar condensatespinflaton.
(ii) The acceleration equation for the spinflaton (7) is identical to canonical scalar field inflation. However, the Friedmann (8) equations have non-trivial corrections due to Elko. The Elko modification to the canonical inflaton equations are determined by F .
(iii) In order to see the nature of the inflationary solutions, it is illustrative to look at power-law inflation i. e. a(t) ∝ t n (n > 1). In this case, we have
The form of the potential and the evolution of the field is completely different compared to the canonical scalar field. In other words, the dynamics of spinflaton is different to the inflationary scenario assuming that the scalar field in elementary. Note that the above potential satisfies the slow-roll parameters defined in Ref. [12] .
Having showed that the spinflaton dynamics is different compared to the canonical scalar field, our next step is to look at the evolution of metric perturbations (5) in spinflation. At the linear level, scalar and tensor perturbations decouple and can be treated separately. As in standard inflation, the tensor perturbations do not couple to the energy density and pressure inhomogeneities. They are free gravitational waves and satisfy:
The main hurdle in obtaining perturbation equation for the scalar perturbations is the perturbed stress-tensor for the Elko. Unlike the scalar field, which has only one degree of freedom, Elko, in general, has four complex functions; not all of these are independent and are related by constraints. The most general perturbed Elko can lead to the scalar and vector perturbations. Besides, it can also lead to a non-vanishing anisotropic stress. For simplicity, we will assume that the anisotropic stress is identically zero.
Perturbation of a spinor has long been studied in spherically symmetric Skyrmion model using the hedgehog ansatz [15] . We use the similar procedure for the perturbed Elko and its dual in the case of perturbation theory i. e.
where
are chosen such that it leads to a consistent perturbation equations citeours. As in the canonical scalar field, the perturbation equations can be combined in to a single equation in-terms of modified Mukhanov-Sasaki variable, i. e.,
where ε is the slow-roll parameter.
The above equation is the first key result of this essay. We would like to stress the following points: (i) We have ignored the contributions of higher-order slow-roll functions like ε 2 F 1/2 ε , F ε . In the leading order slow-roll approximation, their contribution to the scalar power spectrum is tiny.
(ii) The Elko modification to the canonical MS equation is determined by F . (iii) The sound speed of perturbations for the Elko is identical to that of the canonical scalar field. (iv) In the slow-roll limit, the non-adiabatic part of the perturbations vanishes on superHubble scales i.e., the entropy perturbation ∝ ∇ 2 Ψ. Invoking the slow-roll conditions (ε, |δ| ≪ 1) in the scalar (12) and tensor perturbation equations (10) -and following the standard quantization procedure by assuming BunchDavies vacuum -the scalar and tensor power spectra are given by:
where c 0 = γ Euler + ln 2 − 2 is a constant, x = ln(k * /k) and k * is the pivot scale. Eqs. (14, 15) allow us to draw important conclusions which are the second key result of this essay. Firstly, the scalar and tensor power spectra of the spinflaton, in slow-roll, are nearly scale-invariant [12] . Secondly, in the leading order of ǫ can , the running of scalar spectral index is non-zero and given by
It is interesting to note that the running of scalar spectral index (−0.09 < dn S /d(ln k) < 0.019) is consistent with the WMAP-5 year results [1] . For instance, using the WMAP value of ε can = 0.038 [1] and assuming that F is tiny, we get dn S /d(ln k) ∼ −0.019. This is the one of the main predictions of spinflation.
Thirdly, the tensor-to-scalar ratio r is no longer equal to 16ε can and is given by:
Physically, this suggests that the gravitational wave contribution during slow-roll spinflation is smaller than for canonical inflation. Lastly, as for the canonical scalar field, the scalar and tensor perturbations during spinflation originate from the scalar condensate and they are not independent. Hence, consistency relations link them together. The one which is observationally useful is the relation between n T and r:
n T = r 8 (1 + F ε ) 1 + ε can 11 6 c + F ε − F − 2δ can c .
To conclude, we have shown that the spinor condensate in the early universe is a viable model of cosmological inflation. It leads to the identical acceleration equation as that of canonical scalar field driven inflation. We have used the Hedgehog ansatz to obtain the scalar perturbation and, in the slow-roll limit, we have shown that scalar and tensor perturbations are nearly scale invariant. The model predicts a running of scalar spectral index consistent with WMAP-5 year data. The consistency relation between the scalar and tensor spectra are non-trivial and have different feature compared to the models where the scalar fields are considered elementary.
